Ez go golf cart clutch wont engage

This technology allows the user a smooth drive without having to worry too much about
changing gears. Every golf cart will have a clutch consisting of two parts namely the primary
clutch and the secondary clutch. What are the common problems associated with the clutch
system? How do you identify if the problem lies with the clutch and not with any other part of
the golf cart? Well, let me elaborate by giving some examples of scenarios that could occur if
there is any problem with the clutch system. Are you experiencing issues with the clutch not
engaging especially during hill driving? You might have found that as soon as you let go of the
hill brake the clutch refuses to engage. This could be due to a battery that is not working or due
to some issues with the clutch system itself. Fixing the battery will usually help you resolve the
issue of your golf cart clutch not engaging. Sometimes a belt that does not have the correct
tension and is loose may cause the clutch to not engage properly. It might help to clean out any
rust on the clutch system as this could also be the cause of this issue. Rectifying these
problems could help resolve the clutch issue. If the clutch still refuses to engage, you might
have to get it checked by a service center. They will be able to identify the issue easily and help
fix it. One of the common problems in a clutch system is the clutch slipping while switching
from the neutral gear. The problem might be much more when more people are seated in the
cart as the clutch would refuse to engage because of the added weight. This could be because
the clutch is slipping from its designated position. Sometimes you might want to remove or
replace the clutch after it has been used for quite a long time. You just have to remove the
oleoresins in the center and the clutch will come out very easily. If none of these techniques
work, you can try cutting some relief on the clutch. This might loosen up the tight parts and
help you remove it without damaging the main segment. Using a chisel to cut out the relief
could be a good idea. Never use a pickle fork or any other fork to cut out or pull out the clutch.
This could damage the other internal systems and might end up causing more harm. Are you
experiencing issues with the clutch in your EZGO cart? Well, the most common issue
experienced by people, is the clutch getting stuck. This is a common problem and a lot of
people have had this issue. What can you do to get rid of this issue? Try using WD40 and spray
it on the clutch. Leave it for a while and try. Any dirt or dust clogging up the system will be
released, thereby helping you to loosen up the clutch. If neither of these work, you might have
to take apart the whole clutch and check if the weights are properly aligned. Remove the outside
hub and check each of the parts quite thoroughly. One of the solutions involves removing the
clutch and cleaning it thoroughly. Apply a good lubricant and reassemble the clutch back. There
is a chance the issue might be resolved, post the lubrication. Another cause could be a bad
spring. Sometimes, if the spring in the system is bad, it could cause the clutch to get stuck. Try
replacing the spring and check if the problem is resolved. If none of these work, you might have
to replace or rebuild the entire clutch system. One of the common problems faced by the users
of the G29 Yamaha model is the clutch coming off the shaft. This is usually noticed when the
driven clutch keeps falling off or becomes loose which then leads to the clutch coming off the
shaft. Are you experiencing this issue? Worry not! I will help you fix this problem quite easily.
Try torquing the bolt that holds the clutch to a higher level. In most cases, this will resolve the
problem. Another solution would be to apply Loctite on the threads. The adhesive will help hold
the clutch in place. Check if any of the bolts are bent or any of the parts are damaged. This
could be the cause of the issue. There is a washer present under the clutch which helps in
protecting it. If this washer is damaged in any way, then it could come loose leading to the
clutch getting stuck. It might indeed be surprising to note that quite a lot of people have trouble
with this washer. Many people have complained that their washer fails within 3 months. So it
would be a good idea to check the various parts of the clutch to identify the issue correctly.
There are diagrams available online which can help you identify the clutch and its parts
correctly. Skip to content Table of Contents. Continue Reading What is a 9 Degree Driver? A 9
degree driver is a low loft driver and is most convenient for golfers having fast swing speeds.
These drivers create a positive angle of attack and generate little spin. Continue Reading. Why
is my golf cart horn not working? However, a fault in the wiring can cause a short circuit [â€¦].
EZGO golf carts may not start due to a transmission problem, corroded battery terminals or a
faulty wiring coming from the ignition. Also, check if the battery connections are in good
condition. This should normally do the trick. To troubleshoot a golf cart that is hard to start, you
need to know what type of EZGO golf cart it is. While both types of golf cart are different, there
are two things you need to troubleshoot whether you have a gasoline or an electric golf cart; the
fuse and ignition. Fuse : If your golf cart is not starting, there could be a problem with the fuse.
If there is no problem with the fuse and ignition then the troubleshooting process will depend
on the type of golf cart you have. To go deeper into your troubleshooting process you need to
call a certified mechanic to have it checked. The Solenoid : The solenoid in your golf cart is
responsible for sending electricity from the battery to the rest of the cart. The Battery : Check if

the battery is fully charged. For this, you need to have a technician to check for you. If your
battery is not fully charged make sure to charge it and try it. Sometimes the battery itself might
be the problem and you cannot get it to charge fully and even if you did, the battery will not last
long. Over time it can become worn out and its contacts can burn. To check if the battery is
faulty use a Digital Multimeter or a Digital Voltmeter to read the voltage when it is turned off.
You need to do this at least 12 hours after the last full charge. A 6 pack battery is more durable
and gives better performance. Many times, the wiring that connects the brakes to the controller
gets loose or is damaged. Tightening the loose connections will fix the issue. If the compressor
test shows a result of anything below lbs it might mean that your muffler is plugged. Check if
your spark plug is fouled, oily or if the gap is bridged. All of these can indicate that your spark
plug needs to be replaced with a new one. You can also replace the carburetor with a new one if
your carburetor cannot be fixed. The most common reason for a failed ignitor is a bad voltage
regulator. Therefore, when you replace or fix the ignitor on your golf cart, make sure you also
check the voltage regulator and see if it needs to be replaced. There have also been cases
where the battery has switch polarity for some reason. Keep note that fully draining a battery is
not good for the battery, but it should be fine if the battery is in good condition. Clogged Muffler
: Overtime, the muffler of your golf cart tends to slowly get clogged by gunk and unburnt oil. To
unclog it, simply make a fire and remove your muffler and put it there. Damaged Solenoid : Also
check the pack voltage at both of the main posts of the solenoid. If one or both of them are
damaged then this can also lead to your golf cart getting hot and not moving. A broken
connector can also cause your EZGO not to run. This can also happen when the charger port is
wet. Tighten or replace the connection and try again. This could be because of debris that has
collected and got stuck in the accelerator. Loose Battery Connections : Loose connections to
the battery can prevent your golf cart to transmit power from the battery. Check and see if it
needs to be replaced. Otherwise, call a certified technician to have it checked. To do this, hire a
certified technician to let him have a look. It might need to be repaired or replaced. Debris and
grass tend to clog the pedals over time and it needs to be cleaned periodically. Continue
Reading What is a 9 Degree Driver? A 9 degree driver is a low loft driver and is most convenient
for golfers having fast swing speeds. These drivers create a positive angle of attack and
generate little spin. Continue Reading. Why is my golf cart horn not working? However, a fault
in the wiring can cause a short circuit [â€¦]. Golf cart clutches or the CVT Continuously Variable
Transmission is comprised of two different clutches connected together by a thick drive belt.
The components are the drive primary clutch and the driven secondary clutch. The drive or
primary clutch attaches to the engine crankshaft. At rest, the drive clutch faces sheaves are
separated by the wide drive belt. The driven or secondary clutch bolts onto the input shaft of
the differential. The driven clutch sheaves are spring loaded together and the belt, at rest, rides
up at the outer edge. The other sheave is fixed to either the crankshaft or the differential input
shaft and it does not slide, it just spins. If the start up is jerky, or if there is poor speed
transition from level ground to climbing a hill, or if the car has erratic fast then slow then fast
again high end speed, bad golf cart clutches may be indicated. These two golf cart clutches, or
pulleys, must work together as a single unit and that requires both to be in good condition.
What follows is my best effort to describe the interaction of the clutches with the engine and the
differential rear end to create a smooth transition from stop to top speed and back to stop again
with all speeds in between. The drive, or primary, clutch is found on the crankshaft of the
engine. As the engine spins, internal flyweights cause one drive clutch sheave pulley half to
slide in along its main shaft toward the other sheave, which is fixed to the engine crankshaft. As
the engine speed changes, the flyweight action forces the drive belt to move up or down the
clutch faces thus changing the pulling ratio of the clutch which affects the pulling power of the
engine. When the belt is down near the center shaft of the drive clutch the pulling ratio is about
a advantage for the engine. The other half of this system is the driven, or secondary, clutch. At
rest the driven clutch sheaves are spring loaded together, so the belt sits up at the outer edge
of this clutch, NOT down toward the center shaft. It works only when acted upon by the force of
the drive belt. As the engine spins, thus forcing the belt to ride higher on the drive clutch, the
belt, in turn, forces the driven clutch sheaves to separate, allowing the belt to ride closer to the
center shaft of the driven unit. In other words, as the drive clutch sheaves come together the
belt causes the driven clutch sheaves to separate. This give and take between the golf cart
clutches, via the belt action, is what gives the cart variable speedsâ€¦an automatic
transmission, so to speak. As the drive belt forces the driven clutch sheaves to separate, the
PULLING ratio of the engine changes from maximum when the belt is at the outer edge of the
driven unit to minimum PULLING power, or top cruising speed when the sheaves are completely
apart. Picture this: As the engine spins faster, internal flyweights in the drive clutch cause the
sliding sheave to move in toward the fixed sheave. This squeezes the drive belt forcing it to ride

up the beveled faces of the drive clutch. The normally loose drive belt gets tighter and this
forces the driven clutch sheaves to separate thus creating movement of the car. The higher the
belt rides on the drive clutch, the faster the car will go, until the top of the belt reaches the outer
edge. Both golf cart clutches must have their sliding sheaves move in and out smoothly along
their respective shafts. If this transition is not smooth and seamless then trouble is at hand. If
the car runs fine on level ground and then slows dramatically as it starts up a hill, comes to a
near stop, and then suddenly begins to pull again, then a drive clutch rebuild or replacement
might be indicated. The sequence described above is a classic symptom of a drive clutch gone
bad. Eventually the drive clutch will lockup in the high speed position and the car will begin to
jerk as it cranks and starts. The driven clutch can misbehave in many ways. It has one main
shaft and the sliding sheave has an internal bushing that will wear, and it has several inclined
metal ramps usually aluminum with small plastic buttons that protect the ramps as they glide
against one another. Yamaha Tip: You can easily see these ramps by looking just inboard of the
large driven clutch pulleys where the unit slims down to a smaller diameter nearer to the
differential housing. You will see a central spring enclosed on each end by a funky looking cup
with 3 pyramid shaped cones on the sides each cup. These cones are the ramps I mentioned
above and they interlace and interface with each other. Originally they were white. The buttons
prevent the metal ramps from rubbing against one another as they move in and out. OK picture
this: The engine revs up and the drive belt starts to ride down into the pulley faces of the driven
clutch forcing them to separate. The inboard pulley half begins to slide along the main shaft
compressing the spring and bringing the funky cup ends and their respective ramps up against
one another. Sometimes one or two buttons may be gone and the whole thing still works pretty
well, but not for long! When all the buttons are missing the metal ramps quickly wear away and
soon the clutch can no longer function properly. While we are on the Yamaha driven clutch
another failure that occurs is almost impossible to detect but it also impairs the hill pulling
power of the car. Keep looking inboard to where the funky spring cap butts up against the
differential housing. There should be enough of a gap that you can insert your finger between
the spring cap end and the diff case. Car stopped. Key off. What happens is that a small,
difficult to see, snap ring that keeps proper tension on the main spring, fails. The snap ring
comes out of its keeper groove machined into the differential input shaft, and this allows the
main spring to lose much of its tension. This adversely affects the pulling power of the drive
train. Once the snap ring goes south, a new one will NOT stay in its groove. A special collar can
be purchased that replaces the snap ring and fixes everything back to normal. The alternative is
to dissemble the differential, replace the input shaft and reinstall everything back into the car.
You will need to dissemble the driven clutch to install this special collar but it is much
preferable to the alternative. I joined this only yesterday. I wish I had found a year ago when I
started looking for a solution to my problem. It pulls fine on level ground but refuses to go up a
hill. When I stumbled across this post a light came on. Thank you so much for providing me
with a cheap solution to a potentially very expensive problem. I have been reviving a ezgo that
was submerged and left for dead. Believe it or not I have fixed everything except the clutch. It
sticks. Do I remove it and apply grease? Grease of lubricating oil would work. However, once
your get it back together, be sure to clean the inside of the sheaves and bushing between them
where the belt rides. I am wondering if the problem with my golf cart is the clutch, or a different
issue. I bought a EZ-GO golf cart. It does have the issue mentioned in this post, not maintaining
an even speed when going up or down hills. It will almost come to a complete halt when going
up a hill, and then regain momentum and get going again. But it also does this when starting up
on flat ground. Will replacing the clutch fix the problem? Or is that a different issue? Not sure
that replacing the clutch will fix this issue. Unfortunately, what you describe sounds like natural
operation of a 2 cycle golf cart with a CVT continuously variable transmission. You actually
have two clutches on the vehicle â€” one on the engine and one of the differential. The one of
the engine is called the primary or drive clutch. The one on the differential is called the
secondary or driven clutch. The engine may start firing when the pedal is depressed, but if you
notice, the drive belt is extremely loose at rest. The engine must get up to a specified rpm
before engagement begins. As the rpm increases, the flyweights inside the drive clutch cause
the clutch to pull inward towards the engine due to centrifugal force. When it does, that tightens
the tension on the belt and some engagement starts. I suspect what you are experiencing is the
governor. Typically, on an EZGO of this age, as the driven clutch sheaves separate, the outer
sheave presses against a governor arm, which is attached to a cable leading to the carburetor.
This cable pulls the throttle lever of the carburetor back down a bit to prevent too high of rpm. I
was hoping You could help me as well. I have a 95 TXT. The drive clutch and slave open and
close when Accelerating. When the cart is on the ground, I get in it. It will not move. I greatly
appreciate any input. I have a EZGO gas powered golf cart. Is it possible to use a clutch from

another year or even brand? Oh the motor is a cc Robin 2 stroke. Thanks in advance Gerry.
These motor runs â€” but it seems the clutch in not engaging. I have a Yamaha G8 gas golfcart
that I just replaced the primary clutch and it has a Plowsman rear end clutch already installed. I
started it up and the primary clutch will not engage, it just sits there. Is the belt to loose? You
must be logged in to post a comment. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your
comment data is processed. Golf Cart Clutches The drive or primary clutch attaches to the
engine crankshaft. Drive The drive, or primary, clutch is found on the crankshaft of the engine.
Driven The other half of this system is the driven, or secondary, clutch. Driven Issues The
driven clutch can misbehave in many ways. Buttons OK picture this: The engine revs up and the
drive belt starts to ride down into the pulley faces of the driven clutch forcing them to separate.
Driven Spring While we are on the Yamaha driven clutch another failure that occurs is almost
impossible to detect but it also impairs the hill pulling power of the car. By Jack Triolo. Log in to
Reply. Leave a Reply Cancel reply You must be logged in to post a comment. Engine Runs But
Won't Move. I've inherited an old gas EZ Go golf cart along with a cottage. My father bought it
used from a local golf course 20 years ago so I'd guess that it's '70s or '80s manufacture. I'll
work on that part. Yesterday wife and sister take it down the road and return on foot. After
towing it back I found that it starts and runs, but will not move on forward of reverse. The drive
belt is whole, but seems loose, and does not engage. It has been loosing power over the years,
but was still usable. I realize that I'm not going to get a fix here, but can anyone get me started
in the right direction? Today BGW. Sponsored Links. The belt is probably worn out for starter,
Put the rear axle on jack stands to see if the clutchs are working correctly. The front should
close up at the same time as the rear opens up to change gear ratios. If you have to put a new
belt on, get the shorter performance belt as it will give the old girl alittle more power and pickup.
Then get back to us. That makes sense. I'm at home now, two hours away the the cart, but I'll
bring some jackstands or blocks the next time I go up. I think that I need some general
knowledge about carts before getting too involved in this project. I have a decent basic
mechanical knowledge, mostly automotive related, as a tire dealer Is there an exploded parts
diagram somewhere, even a general one, since the year is still unknown? I'm a bit unsure what
is supposed to be happening in the rear end of this thing. Thanks for your help. In the interim,
though - if the cart has points ignition it would be a pre, the easiest way to find out is to look at
the passenger side of the engine casing down low - if you have a single wire coming out it's pre,
if you have 2 wires red and blue then it's a pulsar-style system or up which is GOOD as parts
are quite more readily available We need to ascertain the year or at least a bit closer to help you
out accurately, however the tech section at the top of this thread is a good place to find links to
your diagrams, etc once we have the general "Era" of manufacture nailed down. Thanks, I'll
check that as well. I did talk to one of my techs here at work who has some snow mobile
experience. He explained the basics of the clutch system to me. What I'm still confused about is
the plastic covered dome on the driver's side, in front of the rear differential. There is an
articulated metal tab in front of this that is connected to a cable running up to the carb. It was
frozen up, with the tab touching the nose of this dome. I freed it but the cable id loose on the
carb side. I don't see any way for this to operate. Is this "dome" a magnetic actuator of some
sort? If so, does it control the halves of the clutch? I'm not trying to jump ahead of the basic
diagnostic procedure, just understand how this is supposed to work. I'll keep you all informed.
Thanks for the help. What you are describing the the speed governor. As the cart goes faster
that clutch expands and pushes on the lever. This in turn pulls on a cable that forces the throttle
to close. It is a safety feature that stops drunken golfers from exceeding 12 mph. Many folks
including myself have simply removed the whole assembly and worked out that the cart will go
slower if they back off the throttle. Find More Posts by Dave Box. Most people just disconnect it
from the carb and run without it, I chose to restore mine as I have a few friends who also drive
my cart and rather than trusting them to keep the engine in a safe RPM range, I'd make SURE it
happened - it's entirely up to you if you want to hook it back up. Karma, pure and simple. Who
am I to question? I now begin to understand. Thanks for explaining that I'm trying to think
through the belt solution to this problem. Shouldn't I see the clutch begin to spin as the engine
picks up rpms? Since it doesn't move, what good does a smaller belt do? Again, I understand
that we need the vehicle year to get the correct parts to solve the problem All times are GMT
The time now is PM. Privacy Policy - Golf Carts - Top. This Website and forum is the property of
Buggiesgonewild. No material may be taken or duplicated in part or full without prior written
consent of the owners of buggiesgonewild. All rights reserved. User Name. Remember Me? Golf
Cart Pics. Site Sponsors. Mark Forums Read. Page 1 of 2. Thread Tools. Send a private message
to BillScott. Find More Posts by BillScott. Re: Engine Runs But Won't Move The belt is probably
worn out
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for starter, Put the rear axle on jack stands to see if the clutchs are working correctly. Send a
private message to rokcrlr. Find More Posts by rokcrlr. BrewCityMusic Hammer Down!!!! Re:
Engine Runs But Won't Move there should be a plate on the floorboards, generally on the
passenger side of the "hump" under your cupholders - if it's an older, OLDER cart though it
could be anywhere as they had a few locations - you need to find it and post the 2 numbers
listed and we can nail down the year for you Send a private message to BrewCityMusic. Send a
private message to Dave Box. Visit Dave Box's homepage! Re: Engine Runs But Won't Move
that's your governor, and the way it works is simple: as your driven clutch opens up under high
speed, the dome and the wear button on the top of it move towards that lever, eventually
pushing it which in turn through the cable retards the throttle a bit to prevent over-revving
Similar Threads. Runs great wont move!!! EZ GO Workhorse runs, but does not move.

